
GPS Information 

If you own a GPS device that can use the generic gpx file type, the route files may be used to help you 
navigate the BP MS150 route.  The route files will work with the Garmin Edge 705, 800 & 810 and 1000 
models.  The route files should work with most GPS units. 
 
PLEASE NOTE: Sometimes the GPS unit calculates new routes based on their system software.   
The BP MS 150 route maps are located on the Routes & Maps webpage indicate the official directions 
(bpms150.net – About this Ride/Routes & Maps/Maps).  If there is any question about a turn, use the 
route road signs and the route maps. 

Which file to use 
There are six files for each type based on which start location you choose on Day 1 (Energy Corridor Park 
Row, Rhodes or Waller) and which route you choose on Day 2 (Challenge, By-Pass, or Express).  You only 
need to download the files for route/s you plan on riding. 

gpx: Use if you are loading routes (also called courses) and waypoints (also called locations) directly onto your 
GPS device.  
Note: If you load multiple files at once to your device, check your GPS to make sure each day’s route loaded 
successfully.  We have found that loading them one at a time (load, restart the GPS device, verify the load, 
power down the GPS, repeat for each file) works every time. 

Setting the Routing Mode 
While there should be enough waypoints to force the GPS over the route we want, each device may 
recalculate differently. The routes were designed in the “Bicycle” routing mode and inspected to verify they 
match the official track.  Consider setting your software and GPS device to calculate routes in "Bicycle" mode 
and set “Recalculate the route” to NO. 

To upload to your GPS device 
Different manufacturers use different methods to load GPS route information. Read your instructions.  Some 
general guidance for Garmin products follows. 

Using a Garmin Edge GPS: Connect your GPS to your computer (USB cable).  Using Windows 

Explorer, copy the gpx files into the "Garmin - NewFiles" folder.  Disconnect your GPS, turn it on and 

the files should be converted to Courses and Locations. 

Route and Waypoint Information 

• Your device has a waypoint limit.  Consider cleaning up the waypoints stored on your GPS device prior 
to loading the routes.  The routes will NOT route properly if some waypoints are missing because the 
waypoint limit is exceeded.  

• Starts and Finishes are denoted by a stadium symbol.   
• Rest Stops are denoted with a red A symbol and a notation:  BPd-n [name]  

BP is Breakpoint, 
d is the day number (1 (Sat) or 2 (Sun)), 
n is the rest stop number for that day and  
Name is the location name of the rest stop.  


